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Bring E.T, the video
game, home with the latest

game cartridge from ATARI!
Help your favorite extra-

terrestrial “phone home.”
Our little friend must hide
from the F.B.I. agent and

avoid the well-inten-

tioned scientist while

searching for components
that will allow him to assemble

a telephone. Elliott helps out
by collecting candy and

finding telephone parts,

but E.T. has to hurry
or he’ll run out of

energy before his

spaceship can return.
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*E.T and the E.T character are trademarks of and licensed by Universal City Studios, Inc.

©1982 Universal City Studios, Inc All rights reserved©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved





Vteshington's Birthday
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The epic ad-
venture continues . .

.

You've just leaped into the

blazing flames of

FireWorld- now see if you
can survive and triumph! As

you embark
leg of your

Sword of Ultimate

you’ll need
and detective

uncover the hidden
clues and solve the Fire-

World puzzle. FireWorld
is the second cartridge
in the exciting four-part ATARI
SwordQuest adventure series.

Can you solve the $150,000
SwordQuest Challenge?
The SwordQuest Adventure:

I. EarthWorld™ II. FireWorld™
III. WaterWorld™ IV. AirWorld

TM

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Your space shuttle has come
up against a mysterious

force field. Melodic sounds
reverberate as you blast

forward and smash your way
through the multicolored

layers. It's so bright,

it’s almost blinding-layers
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St Patrick’s Day

31

upon layers of brilliant color.

Can you fly through this

gigantic force field or will

you crash and be destroyed?
And what about the layers?
If you make it through one,
can you make it through the
next, and the next?

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved
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APRIL/REALSPORTS

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT
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Real excitement and
real competition! The

name of the game fc

April is ATARI RealSports!

The enhanced graphics

and realistic sound effects

featured on the Real-

Sports lineup bring video

sports to life with more
detail and more precise
action than ever before!

Play in the big league with

ATARI RealSports:

Baseball Volleyball

Football Soccer
Tennis Basketball

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Memorial Day

The winged warriors of the

Galaxian fleet attack in

ferocious waves, each wave
approaching faster

and faster. Players must
use foresight, along

with cunning and skill, to

fend off the oncoming
invasion. Beware of the

mightly Galaxian fleet, for it is

fast, strong and ex-

perienced in battle!

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved. *Trademark of Bally Midway Mfg., Co., licensed by Namco-America, Inc.





Father’s Day

Only ATARI allows you to

bring all the fun and excite

ment of this popular arcade
favorite into your home!

A poisonous scor
pion, a deadly mush-
room-laying flea and a

pesky spider distract

you as you try

to shoot the colorful

Centipede heading your
way And just when
you think you’ve zapped
the slithering Centipede,
he breaks up into tiny

pieces. Now they’re all

coming after you.

Watch out!

©1982 Atari, Inc. Ail rights reserved.
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Independence Day
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Trapped on the planet

Mazeon (so named because
of its catacomb mazes),
you’re relentlessly pur-

sued by a gang of robot

thugs. You must
race through the

mazes, dodging

FRI

and shooting, as the head
robot, Evil Otto, and his

mechanical henchmen stomp
after you. Conquer one
maze, and you’ll find

yourself in another. It’s

enough to drive

you.. CRAZY!

m y

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved. ^Trademark of and ©of Stern Electronics, Inc. 1980.





ATARI brings you the world’s
most popular home com-
puter game-Star Raiders!

On board the fabulous Star
Fighter, you warp through
the galaxy with the ATARI

FORCE'" on a mission to

destroy the Zylon menace.
You must rescue the last vital

starbase and avenge
the Earth Federation.

Star Raiders comes with
a DC Comic that sets the stage

for this gripping adventure.

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved.





SEPTEMBER/RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK*
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Deadly snakes wriggle
across the screen

as you dodge poisonous
tsetse flies and brave

the Valley of Poison while
searching for the elusive

Ark of the Convenant.
It's the exciting ATARI

game, Raiders of

©Lucasfilm Ltd. (LFL) 1982. All Rights Reserved.

the Lost Ark

!

With
hidden dangers lurk-

ing at every turn, you
must carefully guide
Indiana Jones* through a
sequence of treacherous
adventures while gathering
weapons and fending off

fearsome foes.

Trademarks of LUCASFILM, LTD., used by ATARI, INC., under license.
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It's a stormy night,

and you’re creeping
through the dusty

corridors of a haunted
house, with only a flickering

match to guide the way
As you stumble

along, a vampire
bat suddenly
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flies in your face,

tarantula runs
across your foot,

and then you see a
ghost! It's enough to

scare you to death!

It’s Haunted House
from ATARI, the perfect

Halloween game!

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved
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Journey to the Razak solar
system, where the Yars-

mutant houseflies-are getting
swatted by an evil Qotile.

Help the Yars avenge their

community! Send out a Yar
scout to break a path

through the enemy’s protective
shield by eating bricks
or shooting energy pulses,
^hen, for the coup de
grace, use the mighty Zorlon
cannon to destroy the Qotile
with a well-placed blast!

‘ 1

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights reserved.





Alien landers, exploding
pods, and bombers are

attacking the planet. Only
you can prevent these aliens

from kidnapping your fellow
humanoids and turning

them into mindless mutants!

©1982 Atari, Inc. Ail rights reserved.

Watch the scanner screen
for early warning data and

| fire your laser cannons at the
oncoming landers. They're

everywhere and you’re all out

of smart bombs. It looks like

your only hope is hyperspace!

^Trademark of Williams Electronics, Inc.
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plyATARI givesyou so many
ways to have fun!

'Attach an AIARTgame con-

sole to your television set and you’re

ready to explore a new world of

entertainment The ATARI game cart-

ridges take you all the way from a
baseball diamond to the outer

boundaries of space-with
lots of stops in between for

thrilling adventures,

challenging skill

games, action-

packed races and

chases, and much, much more!
Experience the fun of ATARI with

The ATARI 2600“game and its

continually growing library of Game
Program™ cartidges, or

The new ATARI 5200™ console with

its futuristic design features and
expanding line of sophisticated soft-

ware and peripherals.

Either way ATARI puts you
ahead of the game with

graphics, action and
entertainment that are
tops in the field

©1982 Atari, Inc. All rights leserved.
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Here are five $5.00 coupons
to save you $25.00 on ATARI

products during the new year
lb redeem the coupons:
Each month, purchase

one of the products listed on
that month's coupon.

Clip the coupon and send it

to the address indicated, along
with your original dated sales

receipt (keep a photo copy for

your records), and the-proof-of-

purchase sticker or the small

numbered tab from the top of the

product box you choose.

Make sure your rebate request
is postmarked as indicated on
each coupon.

In return, ATARI will

send you a check for $5.00.

Remember, the coupons are

good only during the specified

months, and only on the products
listed for these months.
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